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Abstract. Particle-beamcharacterizationsof a multi (7)-GeV storage ring beam have been
done for the first time using a synchroscan and dual-sweep x-ray streak camera at the Advanced
Photon Source (APS). The hard x-rays (2-20 keV) from a bending magnet source were imaged
using an adjustable pinhole aperture, and both the horizontal size, ox - 190 pm, and bunch

length, CTt-28 ps, were measured simultaneously. The Au photcscathode provides sensitivity

from 10 eV to 10 keV covering the three orders of magnitude in wavelength from the W to
hard x-rays.

INTRODUCTION

As interest grows in the development of diffraction-limited x-ray sources, the chal-
lenges for particle-beam diagnostics and the need for demonstration of measurement
capability have been identified [e.g., 1, 2]. The general concept of a diffraction-limited
source at 1 ~ and the corresponding target particle-beam parameters of Cx,y -10 pm,
CXJ,YZ,-.1 prad (for ~= 10m), and at -1 ps to 0.1 ps have been noted. Fortunately, the
present third-generation synchrotrons radiation facilities can provide a test bed for some
of these parameters in one plane by the use of low vertical coupling [3]. We have
imaged the 7-GeV stored positron beam at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) using
hard x-ray synchrotrons radiation (XSR), an adjustable pinhole aperture, and a unique
synchroscatddual-sweep x-ray streak camera. Both transverse beam size and bunch
length have been determined. Much as the visible single-sweep streak cameras were
extended to the soft x-ray regime in the 1970s
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tures of the late 1980s visible streak cameras [e.g., 5,6] have now been extended to the
x-ray regime. Potentially, the XSR can provide better spatial resolution than visible
radiation by a reduced diffraction-limited contribution. The potential for characterizing ‘
the smaller beam sizes of lower emittance beams at the ps-regime can assist R&D with
third-generation sources towards the next-generation sources.

EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND

The APS is a third-generation hard x-ray synchrotrons radiation facility. Its main
parameters include a 7-GeV beam energy, 100-mA stored beam current and a 8.2 x
10-9m rad natural emittance. Other parameters are listed in Table 1. Measuring and
monitoring the beam quality is one of the missions of the Diagnostic Group of the
Accelerator Systems Division. To this end one of the forty sectors in the ring is dedi-
cated to particle-beam diagnostics using both optical synchrotrons radiation (OSR) and
XSR [7]. In the past, we have measured head-tail kicks in a micropulse [8], bunch
length versus single-bunch current [9], and other beam dynamics issues [10]. As we
push towards lower vertical coupling in the facility to enhance x-ray beam brilliance
over the original 10% coupling baseline, the vertical particle beam size becomes less
than 50 ym at 1-2% coupling and even smaller at O.1% coupling, the long-range target.
Due to diffraction effects, it is very difficult to image these beam sizes using OSR. The
diagnostic sector was planned to support these long-range developments. A part of this
plan is the development of beamlines transporting diagnostics undulator radiation and
dipole radiation from both a dispersive and nondispersive point in the lattice. In this
experiment the x-ray streak camera was positioned 27 m from the dipole source as sche-
matically indicated in Fig. 1. The adjustable pinhole based on a remotely controlled
four-jaw aperture was located 10.1 m from the source point resulting in a magnification
of 1.67 at the photocathode (PC) of the x-ray streak camera.

TABLE 1.Accelerator Parameters for Diagnostics

Parameter StorageRing

Energy (GeV) 7

rf freq. (MHz) 351.93

Harmonic no. 1z96

Min. bunch spacing (ns) 2.s

Rev. period (~) 3.68

No. of bunches 1-1296

Design max. single bunch current (mA) 5

Bunch length (2ts) (ps) 35-1oo

Damping times %.v (ins) 9.46

Tunes vh,vv 35?? 1~.~o----

Damping time t~ (ins) 4.73

Synch. freq.fi (kHz) 1.96
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FIGURE L .~.schem~[ic of the Seciclr 55 ID ml dipole sources mu the locations of the x-ray streak
camera and adjuswbie pinhole. o

An important practical aspect of the set-up was the remote-controlled positioning of
the camera usin: three stacked translation stages as shown in Fig. 2. These stages were
under the moinframe and provided x-. y-, and z(t) -axis motion. This facilitated the
alignment of the .\LI strip photocathode (6 mm (H) x 50 pm(V)) to the x-ray pi@ole
image field. Coarse alignment was done with the standard ..bum paper” mounted on the
front flan:e of the camera.
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The Au photocathode allows detection of radiation from at least 10 eV to 10 keV
and has some efficiency at energies up to 20-25 keV (see Fig. 3). The soft x rays are
strongly attenuated by the Be windows in the transport. The x-ray tube is housed in a
mainframe compatible with the plug-in units of the Hamamatsu C5680 series [11]. For
these experiments the synchroscan plug-in provided the vertical (fast time) sweep and
the M5679 unit the horizontal (slow time) sweep. Although x-ray streak tubes with sin-
gle fast deflections have been used for years in other fields [4], to our knowledge these
are the first data taken on an accelerator or synchrotrons radiation facility with the verti-
cal sweep of the x-ray tube locked to the accelerator’s rf frequency subharrnonics, with
repetition speeds greater than 100 MHz (11 7.3 MHz) and with jitter less than 1 ps. A
second, orthogonal set of defection plates in the tube was also used for a dual-sweep
demonstration down to 200 ys, which was limited by photon intensity in this configura-
tion. The use of x rays for imaging also reduces the resolution limit from diffraction
effects compared to optical (visible) synchrotrons radiation (OSR) imaging so that some
beam dynamics issues may be addressed at smaller spot sizes.
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FIGURE 3. An estimate of the absorbed power in percent by the Au photocathode of the x-rays spec-
tral distribution (in keV) from the bending magnet source. The attenuation of the sofi-x-rays by the
beamline exit Be window and the x-ray tube’s entrance Be window has been included.

RESULTS

In this section we will address some of our first results in using the x-ray camera to
image the 7-GeV particle beam. From these images both spatial and longitudinal infor-
mation were obtained. Since the bending magnet source point was from essentially a
nondispersive location in the lattice, no energy spread effects contribute to the horizon-
tal or vertical beam size.

The first practical problem was to properly position the streak camera’s slit photo-
cathode in the sub-mm-sized x-ray beam. .+fter a coarse mechanical height adjustment,



better alignment was done u: . .
. . .. ‘c:”” mounted on the front flange

of the camera, A Hg lamp w.1. . . . L“+ photocathode via a window.... ...
and internal mirror to verify .!:. .. .. . . . . . ---- :.: -:[~~the PC was intact. As shown
in Fig. 4(a), the UV ligh[ i~~.k:. . . . . . “. ‘ -

.“ .i:hde, and the image indicated a

basically uniform response. ThJ ... - ‘ -.-. .. .. ‘.-:. ;; J i the tube for UV light is found
to be 4.5 channels (FWH}I’: .M~ .:;:. :-. ..: . . . . .---.’ “,ws Sub-ps resolution test using a

laser [12, 13]. We then set the “<-:’..:.;:::.- J ..;J::::-:l -N50 x 50 ~m2 and scanned the
vertical plane using the remorei; -; .n::.. .~c.: ‘:.!l; <...-.. ~-:t)n ;cage. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the

effective static spread function i:: :::t .:.::.-: .-::::. it lJ uesulted in a y-profile size of 9.1
ch (FWHM). The larger size is .!::s : ‘ -.-J ~I~;~;~;i! “ [imitations of focusing the few-eV

energy spread of the photoe !e~u..x: t:::: ::JU : I::: ;ke .SM’Sinteraction with few-keV
photons [4]. Figures 4(a) and -h5 ~;:.+i:~: .....‘ iI!tiscr.Neone of the issues for obtaining
ps-resolution for an x-ray streak c:cnef~- F.-u.! ‘;er[ic:~ide llection speed of 0.31 ps/ch on
the fastest range, the UV time resoi~![ion is -@out i.5 ps (FWHM) or 0.6 ps (o), and the
hard x-ray resolution is estimated JLz.. ,-? ~s : FWTI>l! or about 1.2 ps (G). The latter res-

olution is still sufficient to characwrize the ~resendy estimated limits of future storage
ring beam bunch lengths.

X-Ray Streak Camera Data
(Focus Mode)
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FIGURE4 hna~esfromthe~-~~:...::-.~‘---~ ~ - --’ ~’ ‘--‘... ~,~h~H~uv lightsource,(b)the bend-

ing magnet x-ray source on the .+LI?!: ..... -’ .:2 .- ..::. ~x:Je:I[ .>IY[he y-location of the AU PC.
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During the course of vert:c.:. ‘.:.:::::.::; ‘ :-.:.: .-+.:?C We observed a much weaker,
full image when the streak ciw:e;.t ~.:,. . . . ..... . .:-~.~.:z ~mm from the strip photocath-
ode position. By increasing tke ~.::~:n.!: ... . ... ... . t~.!~il~~ pia[e (MCP) gain (X 100), we
obtained what appears to be the i:. 1 . . . -. ‘S :-ILI:es of the particle beam. In Fig.-2.:::L. ::: ....(..- .:. .
4(c), the y-profile size of 22.5 :h ~j~”~> ! . v---a~;cr.tis co about 100 ym (FWHNf) at-----
the source point or 43 pm (a). The x-pm~k i< ;~ku: !90 urn (c) at the source point.
These sizes are consistent with im~ vertical mupiing t !-2 CC) in the ring.

The synchroscan streak ranges [.vere mex[ exercised. Three of the four were tested
with x rays. The phase adjustmen[ I.VJSJcne using the z-translator instead of an rf
phase-delay unit. A validation OFthe c~~~~r~~c:liibrwhm was also executed by acquiring
data at different z(t) locations tlom d-wsource. The ~~n[ers of the stre~ images were

determined for each z(t) position. mi Ihe ::dibr~~ion ihctors were found to be within
5% of the factory calibration per$rmeci ~rith o different method. On a subsequent run
with the aperture at 100 x 100 pm-. the focus imode image is shown in Fig. 5(a), and in
Fig. 5(b) the synchroscan image with the obserwd bunch length of 65 ps (FWHM) or
28 ps (Q is seen. On this streak deflection ~anse the camera resolution is estimated
from the focus mode image size (.static spread ti-umion) to be ares -4 ps. The fastest
range available is about four times fwter.

In Fig. 6 we show a test of (a) the single horizomal sweep function and (b) the dual-
sweep with a 10-ins horizontal by 500-ps vertical coverage. In this latter case the phase

X-Ray Streak Camera Data
(Focus and Synchroscan Modes) .’.~.
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tilt upward going from left t~~r:;“:, - ...- . --.-..:-.:-. .,. .~iignmenteffect (since it is also in
6(a)). The modulation of the ‘-c;;:. .::::. -“. ., ..., ‘eu--ms timescale is attributed to,. ...-.
vertical beam motion on and o[~ :}e . ... ;I.- :.. .,,-i:g::udind effect in the beam. Source

.
strength Issues need to be ~1.Li. . . . . . . . . ;.:: -. ‘m: ::xJ -. ’,,,.., :

● . . . samples might be done with an
undulator source instead of J jifi<;~ ,~:;~’:t ::;.i::e; Jix! ‘oy using less magnification to
increase the signal per pixel. The ;rsse~: cw in’;olYes the nominal 80-InA stored
positron beam. We have obtained in:.lges .:.::h J i00 ~imes smaller pinhole aperture so
bunch-length measurements of l~~s zh~n i m.+ should be possible. This would address
the realm of single-bunch. rnlt]tiple-[llill Ata in our ring.

X-Ray Streak Camera Data
(Single and Double Sweep)
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FIGURE 6. Examples of x-ray streak images: ;a ) J Yocusmode with single, 100-ms horizontal sweep
on and.(b) a dual-sweep with 10-ins hcrizontd :ime ~xis coverage and 500-ps vertical coverage (syn-
chroscan). Some modulation of the intemit~ on ciw +w-rns [irnescale in (b) is evident.

In summary, we have performed izi~ial rne~surements of a multi-GeV beam with
hard XSR (2-20 keV) using a unique .<-roy s;;~:~!<comers. Both beam transverse size
and bunch-length measurements iz~ ;t~s: ;5!c <~fi?l!i{~neously.This capability should
extend studies of beam dynamics 1: ;n-.i! >e.tms. .+ddicionaily, this technique addresses
the need identified for ps-don-k x- ;.i:. Je::cwc< for [i.me-resolved experiments using
10-eV to 10-keV radiation for d~ti t:;~t::ce:[s ~ :-L:.
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